Abstract. For multi-beam trend surface imaging, a polynomial is typically created according to the least squares method to fit a surface similar to the actual data. However, in the filtering process, the fitting result will be different from the real situation due to the particularity of some seabed planes. In order to make the surface fit closer to the actual terrain, the curvature correction can be introduced to correct the error. On the basis of comparing the local curvature of the fitted surface with the local curvature of the actual data, a new curvature correction is obtained, and a new trend plane filtering method is proposed by using the new curvature correction. The effectiveness of the new method is verified by MATLAB simulation. The effect is shown in Figure 2 . This method can better preserve the local characteristics of the surface.
Introduction
In the actual detection, multiple beams cannot accurately reflect the real terrain due to many subjective and objective factors, so the measured data should be filtered out [1, 2] . In the traditional filtering method, the trend surface filtering method becomes an important filtering algorithm because of its relatively simple and easy to calculate. Despite of these advantages, the multi-beam bathymetric system can cause large fitting error due to various factors. The traditional trend surface filtering method is to create a polynomial fitting approximate surface according to the least squares method. However, there are uncontrollable factors such as sudden terrain or similar shipwrecks in real seabed terrain, so surfaces fitted by ordinary polynomials do not accurately reflect these features. A new method of local surface fitting is proposed in reference [1] . This method uses the principal curvature of a local surface composed of partial data points to fit the surface based on the construction of the natural neighbor influence domain. This fitting method combined with the curvature of the local surface improves the accuracy of the error, but the calculation becomes very complicated. In order to improve the quality of surface fitting when the calculation amount is large, we proposes a new trend surface filtering method which makes modifications to the fitted surface by comparing the curvature of the surface.
Overview of the Traditional Trend Surface Filtering Method
Suppose the actual depth data for a submarine terrain is   , then we get, The trend surface filtering method is an error processing algorithm based on the surface fitting function. Its main principle is to fit a curved surface according to both the depth of the sounding point measured by a multi-beam sounding system and the horizontal distance of the seabed 252 sounding point. The general form of the fitting function with the trend surface filtering can be expressed as follows,
where
are undetermined constant [3] . In actual operation, the order of the number of polynomial items is reasonably selected according to the actual terrain complexity of the seabed [5] 
Let Q's partial derivative be zero, then Eq. 5 can be written as follows [4] , , Then, according to Eq. 6, the polynomial coefficient can be obtained.
After the surface fitting is completed, we can use R-square to verify the quality of it. We can use  3 judgment criteria in the trend surface filtering process. The purpose is to eliminate some error values.
Related Works
In order to fit the surface, the local characteristics of the surface can be preserved. According to Eq. 8 in reference [6] , a new fitting formula is proposed as follows,
is the three-dimensional coordinates of the local surface in the coordinate system. k 1 (P) and k 2 (P) are the two corresponding principal curvature of point P. The coordinate system is based on point P, and the direction of the two principal curvatures is the direction of X and Y axe, Z axes is the normal vector,
means infinitesimal of the higher order. When the coordinate axes of the local coordinate system where the local surface lies are defined in a particular way, the surface fitting formula can be simplified into,
(9) But it's difficult to realize if point P is used as the origin, the normal vector of the local surface is the Z-axis direction, the new local coordinate system set arbitrarily along the X axes and Y axes.
Suppose the three-dimensional coordinates in the new local coordinate system are  
, then the relation between the two local coordinate systems is,
(10) Substitute Eq. 10 into Eq. 8 we get a new polynomial function as below,
are pending parameters. Additionally, there are many other filtering methods, for example Robust M-estimation trend surface filtering, Least squares support vector machine filtering, Trend surface filtering with truncated least squares estimation, etc [7] .
Comparison of Traditional Trend Surface Filtering and New one Considering Natural Neighbor Influence Domain
The traditional trend surface filtering method is often used to fit a single curve, but if the seafloor topography is more complex it may be misjudged as rough or normal. So, some improved methods should be made according to the actual case. In this paper, an improved algorithm of trend surface filtering considering influence domain of natural neighborhood points is proposed to create polynomials based on the curvature of local surface to fit the surface close to the actual situation. But this situation requires to calculate the curvature of the local surface of a large number of data points. Moreover, complex coordinate system transformation is needed, which need a large amount of information processing.
An Improved Trend Surface Filtering Algorithm Based on Local Curvature Compensation
In order to get better surface fitting results and avoid more complicated calculations, a new trend surface filtering method is proposed in this section and the theoretical basis will be described here. In reference [8] , the surface equation is,
where r u and r v are continuous arguments and the vector product r u ×r v ≠ 0. Such a surface is a regular one, so the first basic equation is, 
The Gaussian curvature of discrete data points can be calculated on the basis of the first basic homogeneous and the second basic homogeneous and the formula can be described as below,
By comparing the measured Gaussian curvature of the discrete points of the data with Gaussian curvature of the fitted surface, the polynomial fitting surface can be modified to maintain the rate 254 of change possessed by the real data points, allowing the surface to be restored better. Based on the following polynomial,
are polynomial coefficient corrections. In this way, a simpler filter polynomial can be obtained, and the fitting formula introduces feedback correction on the basis of traditional polynomial to make the fitting surface more real and reliable. The whole surface can be obtained by local analysis and splicing of the data. The improved trend surface filtering and splicing of the local data can be used to obtain the whole surface that retains the local characteristic of the surface.
Simulation Analysis
In this section, MATLAB simulation and analysis are presented to illustrate the result of the new method proposed in this paper. The data used here comes from a certain sea area in Zhoushan city of Zhejiang province of China. This simulation uses scaled analog data in order to obtain a better comparison effect, and some filtering and interpolation processing are performed during the process of trend surface fitting. The simulation uses a polynomial with a maximum magnitude of 3 for simulation. The simulation data is 20*20 matrix data and the results are shown below.
The results of the traditional trend surface filtering are shown in figure 1 . We execute improved trend surface filtering for local data of the same data, then splice the local surface obtained by fitting. The result is shown in figure 2 . Through comparing figure 1 vs. figure 2, we can discuss the difference between the traditional trend surface filtering and the improved one. While adding some calculation amount, the improved trend surface filtering method retains more surface features than the traditional one. From what has been discussed above, we know the improved trend surface method is more suitable for abrupt terrain filtering. 
Summary
In this paper, a new trend surface filtering method is proposed to solve the problem that the traditional trend surface cannot retain local characteristics of the surface well. The final result shows that improved trend surface filtering method with curvature compensation has a perfect filtering effect on the abrupt terrain. In the process of writing this paper, we also found that the determination of the curvature of a local surface is a key point in many surface problems. If we can find a simpler method of curvature calculation, we can further improve the efficiency of the above improved trend surface filtering algorithm. We hope that a better curvature calculation method can be found in future research and this is just our work in the future.
